STANDARD SURVEY MARKER

- Machine finished, stamped after setting to indicate Control Point, Centerline Stationing & Monument Elevation, or as directed by the Engineer.
- Mark for alignment reference after setting.

PLAN VIEW

- Concrete
- Bronze Casting
- 8" Dia.
- 3 1/2" Dia.
- ø3 Rebar 3'-0" Length
- 3'-0" Height
- E

ELEVATION VIEW

- ø6 Rebar
- Stamped by the Manufacturer to indicate Control Point, Centerline Stationing & Monument Elevation, or as directed by the Engineer.
- Deep hex socket that won't "wobble" when tapped on to the rebar.
- Mark for alignment reference Center punch & cross

SECTION E-E

- #8 Rebar
- #36" Long

NOTES

Survey markers shall conform to the requirements of the Standard Specifications.
Sufficient reinforcement shall be included in precast survey markers to resist handling stresses.

ALTERNATE SURVEY MARKER

- 3 1/4" Min. Aluminum Domed Cap for #6 Rebar with Plastic Insulator
- Plastic Insulator that locks cap tight on to rebar and helps prevent dissimilar metal corrosion.

PLAN VIEW

- ø6 Rebar
- ø36" Long
- Finish Ground Line
- #8 Rebar

ELEVATION VIEW

- ø6 Rebar
- ø36" Long

NOTES

Survey markers shall conform to the requirements of the Standard Specifications.